Public-private partnerships: The 3GF way
PPPs are defined as a coordination mechanism between activities of public and private actors
that enable an accelerated transition to an inclusive green economy, with a particular focus on
achieving speed-to-scale across borders.
The 3GF PPP-tool consists of an analytical framework that through 5 key questions helps
identify whether a PPP can accelerate green growth:

Question No1: What is the opportunity for a PPP?
To understand whether an opportunity is suitable for a PPP it is important first to identify
barriers preventing green growth such as lack of awareness and behavioural failures, policy
failures, capital failures, technology failures; and coordination failures. Secondly, one needs to
assess whether these barriers require joint action from public and private players, hence
making a PPP the most appropriate way to address these market failures.

There are five key types of barriers which prevent green growth
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▪
▪
▪

Actors are not adequately informed of the true nature of the
benefits and costs of the opportunity (e.g., lack of
transparency of environmental impacts of supply chain)
Significant change in behaviour or skill required for
productivity improvement (e.g., lack of training to
smallholder famers)
Lack of existing regulatory structures to support
implementation (e.g. no model to address agency issues)

▪

Political interests not aligned to productivity measures (e.g.,
inadequate pricing of water)

▪

High capital costs relative to expanding supply (e.g., high
capital costs of renewable relative to fossil fuel energy)

▪

Lack of access to mature capital markets for funding (e.g.,
funding access for farmers in low-income countries)

▪

Dependent on unproven technologies, or technologies not
yet used at commercial/industrial scale (e.g., next
generation biofuels)

▪

Insufficient scale achieved by industry to create the
incentives for market participation

▪

Lack of infrastructure needed to efficiently deliver solutions
to relevant actors
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Question No. 2: What is the scope of the PPP
In defining the scope 5 key archetypes of PPPs can be identified:

There are 5 key archetypes of public-private partnership
The “binding” constraints or barriers can be used to identify the appropriate form of PPP design. In some cases,
this may be a combination of different archetypes.
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▪

Creates transparency to costs and benefits of different
products to improve decision making power of actors
Provides training or mindset shift required to support
behavioural change

▪

▪

Changes market structures through regulatory reform or
development of new instruments
A commitment device to build the political will needed to
address a challenge

▪
▪

Multi-local (primary)
Cross-border (e.g.,
international trade)

▪

Water Resources
Group (WRG)

▪

Supports the mobilization of private capital by reducing
associated risks such as currency risk, country risk and
policy risk, and by overcoming start-up challenges (e.g.,
providing loan guarantees to local banks to spur lending)

▪

Cross-border

▪

GAVI Alliance

▪

Promotes early-stage product development by enabling
critical research and development activities, and supporting
project developers and trial projects

▪

Cross-border

▪

Global Carbon
Capture and
Storage Institute
(GCCSI)

▪

Brings together actors from relevant industries to accelerate
overcoming initial network effects
Combines logistical capabilities, infrastructure, local
networks, and project management expertise that no single
organization possesses alone
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▪
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Question No.3: Who should be involved?
A thorough understanding of the barriers of the PPP is going to address, will help define the
critical stakeholders. Next step is to identify the stakeholders’ incentives for participating. For
example are there potential returns available that will exceed the relevant hurdle rate of the
private sector companies: is the issue aligned with the key concerns of relevant NGOs; can the
PPP help achieve government policy objectives and thereby warrant government
involvement?

Question No. 4: How will this PPP achieve meaningful global scale?
This involves understanding the appropriate channels for scaling the impact of the PPP across
boundaries.

Question No. 5: How can the PPP be designed to maximize growth and
avoid exclusion?
PPPs may impact on the market in a way that only benefit part of the business community or
some countries. 3GF focusses on balanced participation of enterprises and governments in
PPPs in order to promote global inclusive green growth where trade-offs are minimised and
co-befits maximised.

PPPs need to be designed carefully to avoid adverse consequences to
economic growth and resource efficiency
Description

Measures to avoid risk Example measures

▪

Resource efficiency
measures lead to a
spike in demand that
offsets savings

▪

Include behaviour
measures to change
attitudes and actions
of participants

▪

Denmark maintained oil price at
consistently high-level through
taxation, with proceeds used to
lower labour taxes

▪

Countries ban or
otherwise punish
imports in their
efforts to promote
resource efficiency

▪

Include broader sets
of participants
including both large
and small
organisations as well
as broad
international groups

▪

UN Global Compact has half of its
signatories from outside of the
OECD

▪

Bonsucro (Better Sugarcane
Initiative) has members from
Europe, North America, Africa,
Latin America, and Central
America

A drive for resource
efficiency leads to
investment in
projects that deploy
capital less efficiently
than other potential
projects

▪

Create transparency
to capital investment
projects

▪

Use of reverse auctions to create
more transparency in feed-tariffs

Rebound
effects

Trade
barriers

▪
Inefficiently
deployed
capital

SOURCE: McKinsey Global Institute, OECD, Berkeley Roundtable, European Commission, Moody and Nogrady,
von Weizsacker, Oxford University
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